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Global SST from AMSR-E on June 1, 2003
http://aqua.nasa.gov/highlight.php

Tropical Instability Waves

Subpolar front

http://aqua.nasa.gov/highlight.php
http://aqua.nasa.gov/highlight.php


TIW High-frequency air-sea interactions
Correlation of high-pass filtered wind and SST

FIG. 1. Temporal correlation of high-pass filtered surface wind speed with SST. Locations where ice appeared have been masked and stippling indicates statistical significance at the
95% level calculated using a two-sided t-test. (a) 1.08 ocean and 0.58 atmosphere (expt 1) (b) 0.18 ocean and 0.58 atmosphere (expt 2) (c) 0.18 ocean and 0.258 atmosphere (expt 3). (d)
Satellite observations. Model analysis computed using four years of monthly averaged output (48 months), observational analysis using AMSR and QuikSCAT data for 2002–2006. Green
boxes delineate the regions used for the statistics presented in Table 2.
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FIG. 1. Temporal correlation of high-pass filtered surface wind speed with SST. Locations where ice appeared have been masked and stippling indicates statistical significance at the
95% level calculated using a two-sided t-test. (a) 1.08 ocean and 0.58 atmosphere (expt 1) (b) 0.18 ocean and 0.58 atmosphere (expt 2) (c) 0.18 ocean and 0.258 atmosphere (expt 3). (d)
Satellite observations. Model analysis computed using four years of monthly averaged output (48 months), observational analysis using AMSR and QuikSCAT data for 2002–2006. Green
boxes delineate the regions used for the statistics presented in Table 2.
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Chelton’s schematic illustration of how 
the wind-stress responds over TIWs
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Motivation

• Small-scale oceanic processes (heat transport, mesocaele eddies, air-
sea interactions) influence the atmosphere and climate through the 
impact on SST.

• Today, I will discuss how the oceanic processes would influence the 
regional atmosphere over the two regions.

• Part I: Tropical Instability Waves in the Eq. Atlantic
• Part II: East/Japan Sea SSTs

• The mechanisms for ocean-to-atmosphere forcing however 
significantly vary depending on the overlying large-scale circulation 
regimes, requiring a regional approach in climate modeling.



Scripps Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Regional (SCOAR) Model

• Higher model resolution BOTH 
in the ocean and atmosphere.

• An input-output-based coupler 
and sequential coupling

• Greater portability and 
applicability

Seo, Miller and Roads, 2007: 
The Scripps Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere 

Regional (SCOAR) model, with applications in 
the eastern Pacific sector.  Journal of Climate

• Understanding the physical processes behind small-scale and large-scale climate dynamics

• Assess the regional aspects of global climate variability and change

Flux-SST 
Coupler

1. Weather 
Research and 
Forecasting 

Model (WRF)

2. Scripps
Regional 

Spectral Model 
(RSM) 

 Regional 
Ocean 

Modeling 
System 
(ROMS)

SCOAR Model

SST, Current

Atmospheric 
Forcing

Atmosphere Ocean

Lateral Boundary Conditions: 
IPCC models, reanalyses



Part I: TIWs-air-sea interaction



High-frequency TIW-atmosphere coupling processes to be studied

TIWs

SST′ τ′

Q’

U′

∇× τ′

➁ Feedback of wind stress curls to TIW energetics?

➁

➂ Atmospheric heat flux response to TIWs?

➂

➀

➀ Coupling of wind and current?



➀ Energetics of TIWs: Eddy kinetic energy budget
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Feedback to TIW energetics
EKE Equation

BarotropicBaroclinic

Correlation of wind stress and current842 VOLUME 31J O U R N A L O F P H Y S I C A L O C E A N O G R A P H Y

FIG. 2. Vertical–meridional sections at 1368W based on third-order polynomial fits vs longitude of data taken from 1708 to 958W (see
text). (a) Zonal velocity u (1022 m s21); contour intervals (CI) 10, positive (eastward) shaded. (b) Standard error of u, eu (1022 m s21); CI
1, |u| . eu shaded. (c) Temperature, T (8C); CI 1. (d) Salinity, S (PSS-78); CI 0.1.

estimates from which standard errors could be inferred.
As already argued, each section was assumed to be in-
dependent and measurement errors were assumed to be
negligible compared with sampling errors. For simple
calculations like the uncertainty of an arithmetic mean,
the jackknife estimate gives exactly the same answer
for the standard error of the mean as one would obtain
using more conventional methods. However, when do-
ing operations like estimating the zonal velocity-weight-
ed temperature of a current, the jackknife approach
propagates the effects of spatial and temporal correla-
tions by systematically removing contemporaneous u
and T data for each calculation. The same advantage
holds for more complex operations like computing the
sums of ux and y y at every depth and latitude, and then
integrating these sums vertically to infer w.

3. Zonal velocity, temperature, salinity, and
transport
The meridional structure of the zonal velocity, tem-

perature, and salinity are discussed in this section at the
mean longitude of all sections used, 1368W, where es-
timates were the most reliable. The zonal structure of
these fields along the equator is also discussed. Zonal
current transports and associated properties are pre-
sented at 1368W. All of the fields discussed in this sec-

tion were estimated from third-order polynomial fits ver-
sus longitude using data from 1708 to 958W.
The u field at 1368W (Fig. 2a) clearly showed the

major current structures. While some of the currents
discussed were not delineated by the 0.1 m s21 contour
(Fig. 2a), they were discernible where their magnitudes
exceed one standard error (shading in Fig. 2b). Eastward
flowing currents included the NECC with a velocity
maximum (core) at 78N, 50 m; the EUC with a core at
08, 110 m; and the Northern Subsurface Countercurrent
(NSCC) with a core at 48N, 210 m. The two very weak
branches of the Southern Subsurface Countercurrent
(SSCC) had cores at 4.58S, 220 m and 78S, 290 m (shad-
ing in Fig. 2b). Westward flowing currents included the
northern branch of the SEC with a core at 28N, 0 m;
the southern branch of the SEC with a core at 48S, 0
m; and the Equatorial Intermediate Current (EIC) with
a core at 2.58N, 330 m (shading in Fig. 2b). There was
also significant eastward flow with a core at 1.58S, 400
m, and westward flow with a core at 3.58S, 330 m (shad-
ing in Fig. 2b). These flows were not analyzed because
they appeared to extend beyond the 400-m depth range.
The same held for all westward flow north of the NSCC
and under the NECC because it appeared to extend be-
yond the 108N latitude range.
The u field along the equator (Fig. 3a) was quite

EQ

EUC

nSECsSEC

Johnson et al. 2001
2N2S

Lat-depth view 
of zonal current 
system in the 
equatorial  
Pacific



Anomalies in current and wind stress are opposite in direction.

• Wind and current are negatively 
correlated. 

• Wind-current coupling ➔ energy sink

CORR(v′sfc, τ′y)

τy’
vsfc

Mean

€ 

τ y

EQ

4N

Atlantic TIWs

• Wind contribution to TIWs is 
~10% of BT conversion rate. 

Barotropic 
conversion

Wind energy input

Latitude

Averages: 30W-10W, 1999-2004, 0-150 m



② Modification of wind stress curl by SST 
gradients:



SST gradients generate wind curl/div.

TRMM & QuikSCAT from Chelton

EQ
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MODEL
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Divergence
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A quasi-linear relationship between the derivatives of wind stress and SST.
Curls tend to be largest on the equator!



Feedback of perturbation Ekman pumping to TIWs

Unit: 10-6m/s, Zonally highpass filtered, and averaged over 30W-10W

w´ at MLD and we´ along 2°N

Perturbation Ekman pumping 
velocity (we′) and perturbation 
vertical velocity (w´) of -gρ′w′.

Overall, we′ is much weaker 
than w′.

Caveat: Difficult to estimate 
Ekman pumping near the 
equator. 

In other regions away from the 
equator effect, this may affect 
the evolution of mesoscale 
eddies. (e.g., Chelton et al. 2007, 
Spall 2007, Seo et al. 2007, 2008 
etc)



➂ Response and feedback of heat flux



Turbulent heat flux response to TIWs

Instantaneous damping of local SST anomalies by perturbation heat flux

CEOF1: Latent heat flux and SST

LH (shading) SST (contours)

Model

SST (K)

A quasi-linear relationship 

34 W/m2 per 1K

LH
 (

W
/m

2 )

Ocean 
warming

Ocean 
cooling



A summary for Part I: High-frequency TIW-atmosphere coupling

TIWs

SST′ τ′

Q’

U′

∇× τ′

➁ Negligible contribution at 2N (difficult to estimate near the equator)

➁ small

➂ Damping of local SST (but small rectification to large-scale SST)

➂ local damping

➀ damping

➀ Wind response damps TIW-current: Small but significant damping



Part II: 
Role of the East/Japan Sea SST in the regional weather 

and the downstream circulation



seasonal climate conditions using SST and tropospheric
geopotential height data.

2. Correlation Analysis

[7] First, we compared the TWC transport in autumn
with the precipitation in winter at Japanese cities. The ocean
current over the past nine years was measured using an
acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) mounted on a
commercial ferryboat operating along the line shown in
Figure 1a. In this study, a long time series of geostrophic
transport was reconstructed using the sea-level differences
across the TKS from the tide gauge data available since
the 1960s [Takikawa and Yoon, 2005]. Precipitation data
measured by the JapanMeteorological Agency were averaged
over the three consecutive months of December, January,
and February (DJF) from 1976/77 to 2005/06.
[8] Figure 1 shows the correlation coefficients between

the volume transport of the TWC averaged from September
to November (SON) and the precipitation in the following
winter (DJF). Positive and negative correlations were
clearly separated by mountain barriers regardless of the
measured or estimated transport. The positive correlation in
the northwestern side basically confirms the finding of
Hirose and Fukudome [2006]: Large (small) TWC transport
in autumn carries more (less) heat into the JES and thus
the high (low) water temperature strengthens (weakens)
evaporation and precipitation in winter. The lag correlation
between the area-averaged precipitation and the measured
or estimated transport is 0.60 or 0.45.
[9] The reason for the negative correlation in the Pacific

side of the Japanese Islands could not be easily explained.
The areal correlations of !0.62 and !0.47 satisfy the 95%
significance level, both for the measured and estimated
transports, respectively. The northwesterly winter monsoon
is not likely to be the direct cause because the moisture is
lost in the mountains and the wind eventually dries up on
reaching the populated region between Tokyo and Osaka.

The winter precipitation, occasionally brought to the Pacific
coast by the southerly winds associated with extratropical
cyclones, rather seems to be hardly influenced by the
maritime conditions of the JES region. Moreover, the direct
correlation of the winter precipitation averaged over the two
regions was weaker than the significance level of 95%,
implying the presence of a controlling factor other than the
local air-sea interaction.
[10] Second, we investigated the correlation between the

TWC transport and the atmospheric pressure field to find
whether a strong connection between the warm current and
the precipitation pattern exists. Figure 2 indicates a close
relationship between the time-mean transport in SON and
the tropospheric variation in the following DJF. Large
(small) transport of the TWC leads to the development of
a weak (strong) westerly jet and a weak (strong) low
pressure anomaly over the Kamchatka Peninsula. The
dipole correlation pattern closely resembles the western
Pacific (WP) pattern, which is one of the typical winter
teleconnection patterns found in the Northern Hemisphere
500hPa geopotential height field [Wallace and Gutzler,
1981; Barnston and Livezey, 1987]. A positive center of
the action is located in the Kamchatka Peninsula, and
the negative correlation extends zonally in the western
subtropical Pacific. The lead-lag correlations with the mea-
sured transport data are as strong as ±0.9, suggesting a
significant contribution of the warm current to the winter
climate system.
[11] A direct comparison of the two measures, the TWC

transport in autumn and the WP index in winter, reveals the
considerable similarity (Figure 3a). The WP index was
calculated by a rotated principal component analysis of
the 500hPa height anomalies at National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP). Its sign was reversed
to fit the original definition given by Wallace and Gutzler
[1981]. The WP index in winter shows a time variation
similar to the TWC transport in the previous autumn. The
lead-lag correlations with the measured and estimated

Figure 1. Lag correlations between the (a) measured or (b) estimated transport of the Tsushima Warm Current (TWC) in
autumn (SON) and the precipitation over the Japanese Islands in the following winter (DJF) for the periods of 1997/98
(Figure 1a) to 2005/06 or 1976/77 to 2005/06 (Figure 1b). The green line indicates the section of the TKS across which the
ship-mounted ADCP performs the measurement. The two boxes on the Japan Sea and the Pacific Ocean sides represent the
regions over which the precipitation data are averaged.
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Winter SST variability in the East Asian Marginal Seas is 
important for regional weather variability.

Hirose et al. 2009

In the East/Japan Sea, the ocean heat transport by the 
Tsushima Warm Current is known to impact the wintertime 

SST, hence the air-mass modification and precipitation.

the errors in remote-sensing measurements. Here, we use a
combination of the two SST datasets of Reynolds and Smith
[1994] and Minobe and Maeda [2005] to reduce the
uncertainty. The former showed a large-scale variation after
an optimal interpolation, but the latter retained small-scale
features with many missing values. The combined SST
anomaly of November and December (ND), which gives a
smooth estimate of December 1st, is then compared with the
TWC transport in autumn or the climate index in winter for
the period from 1976/77 to 2005/06.
[17] Although covariance magnitudes are small and the

patterns show noisy patches (Figure 4), some similarities are
observed at mid-latitude; warm anomalies extend eastward
from the eastern JES, and a cold anomaly is located in the
Yellow Sea. The positive and negative anomalies observed
in Figure 4a imply coherence of the TWC transport in
autumn with the northwestern boundary current system.
For instance, a large (small) transport through the TKS
might be counterbalanced with a small (large) transport of
the Yellow Sea Warm Current, resulting in a negative
correlation between the JES and the Yellow Sea. Such
coherent variation in the surface thermal conditions possibly
contributes to the activity of the WP teleconnection
pattern, as indicated by the similar covariance structures
(Figures 4a and 4b).
[18] On the other hand, a large-scale negative covariance

between the subtropical SST anomaly and the WP index in
winter (Figure 4b) could not be explained by the TWC
transport. There seem to be independent factors existing in
the subtropical gyre related to the WP variability, which are
partially supported by the weak correlation between the
Kuroshio and TWC transports. The Kuroshio transport
estimated in the East China Sea [Kawabe, 1995] lead the
TWC transport in autumn less significantly (strongest
correlation of !0.32 at a four-month lag). The lead-lag
correlations between the Kuroshio transport and the winter
WP index are also negligible within ±0.2. The interannual
changes in the TWC transport in autumn may be related

to the subarctic variations (35–50!N) rather than the
subtropical ones, as illuminated by Figure 4.

4. Concluding Remarks

[19] The autumn transport of the Tsushima Warm Current
(TWC) can be an excellent predictor of the western Pacific
(WP) teleconnection pattern associated with the precipita-
tion pattern in the Japanese archipelago in the following
winter. Since the three-month lag between the autumn
current and the climate index in winter cannot be explained
by short atmospheric timescales, we interpret the strong
preceding correlation as an indicator of ocean-to-
atmosphere feedback in the extratropics. The interannual
fluctuations in the WP pattern can be at least partly
attributed to the variations in the ocean currents in
the northwestern Pacific, especially in the marginal seas.
However, the TWC transport in autumn shows no correla-
tion with the other dominant pattern of PNA. Variations in
the regional ocean contribute to the difference in the
behavior of the WP and PNA teleconnection patterns.
[20] The correlation of the WP index in winter with the El

Niño indices was more stationary and weaker than that with
the TWC transport in autumn. In addition to the tropical
factors controlling the North Pacific climate, the local
oceanic changes can modify the seasonal condition.
Coupling the two independent factors for a further accurate
prediction of the WP teleconnection pattern, owing to their
statistical independence, is recommended.
[21] Analyzing ocean currents can be a promising

approach in clarifying the role of oceans in the climate
system. The SST is easily influenced by both active and
passive roles of oceans, resulting in a small covariance as
shown in this study. Vertically-integrated ocean currents
give a direct measure of the meridional heat transport,
which is more robust than the surface variable due to
high-frequency atmospheric variabilities. Long-term and
accurate measurement of ocean currents at various locations

Figure 4. Covariance of ND SST and the normalized index of the SON transport of (a) the TWC or (b) the DJF WP. The
units are degrees Celsius.
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Dominant modes of the wintertime SST 
variability

42%

18%

Climatology

EOF1

EOF2

Data:  NOAA OI SST 25 km, Daily,1982-2010 

NDJFMA

• Warming along the 
subpolar front with the 

mesoscale eddies
• ≈ Interannual 1st 

CEOF in Minobe 
(2004)

• Dipolar pattern in 
SST anomalies across 

the subpolar front
• ≈ Decadal 1st 

CEOF in Minobe 
(2004)
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Main question

How do these two types of SST anomalies patterns

1) Basin-wide warming and cooling
2) Northeast/southwest dipolar warming/cooling

would impact the regional and large-scale circulation 
patterns?



Regional atmospheric model simulation Lateral boundary condition from 
the NCEP 6-hourly Climatology 
1980-2010

d02: 60km

d03: 12km

CTL EOF1P-CTL EOF1M-CTL EOF2P-CTL EOF2M-CTL

• Model:  WRF 3.3
• SST conditions: NOAA SST
• Integration: 6 months, Nov.-Apr.

• Five simulations:
• CTL, EOF1P and EOF1M (40-member 
ensemble)
• EOF2P and EOF2M (20-member 
ensemble)

Two-way feedback

d01: 180km

• Focus on November-January response.

• First two weeks (1-14 days) 

• The rest of 77 days 

SST EOF1P-CTL

Two-way feedback



1. Response to different time-scale and ensemble 
averaging



Ensemble member 1-10 Ensemble member 11-20

Ensemble member 21-30 Ensemble member 31-40

[mb]

EOF1P-CTL

The deterministic SLP response to the diabatic forcing:1-14 days



The quasi-equilibrium SLP response is chaotic. 15-91 days

[mb]

Ensemble member 31-40Ensemble member 21-30

Ensemble member 11-20Ensemble member 1-10

EOF1P-CTL

This chaotic response in SLP despite the prescribed diabatic forcing due to the change in large-
scale circulation.



Sensitive to different number of ensemble averaging

1-10 member mean 1-20-member mean

1-30 member mean 1-40 member mean

While 40-member ensemble average is not sufficient, some robust SLP responses begin to 
emerge in the downstream as more ensemble members are used for averaging.

EOF1P-CTL
15-91 day



 2. Local responses
Precipitation and circulation in NDJ (15-91 day)



15-91 day averaged responses in precipitation, SLP, and surface wind
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15-91 day averaged responses in precipitation, SLP, and surface wind
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Scatter Plot: SST and WSPD
EOF1P-EOF1M

EOF2P-EOF2M

SST Anomalies
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See Shimada and Kawamura (2006) s=0.31

and also Yamamoto et al. (2011)
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EOF2P-EOF2M
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Patterns in anomaly of SST and wind speed are positively correlated.
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3. Downstream responses in atmospheric 
circulation



Baroclinic evolution to the SST anomalies in EJS during the first 6-days
EOF1P-CTL

• A baroclinic height response for the 
initial 14 days

• Followed by the prominent barotropic 
structure.
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day-1

H

L

L

Air Temperature, SLP, wind

2-6 day v’T’ @ 850 mb

°C

°Cm/s

• Low-level baroclincitiy 
is enhanced in the 
northern EJS with the 
EOF1P pattern.

• Northward heat 
transport by 
synoptic eddies is 
enhanced in the W. 
Pac and shifted 
northward in the 
E. Pac.

• Low centered over the 
Kamchatka Peninsula.

• High in the Pacific NW.

Responses in baroclinicity and downstream storm track
EOF1P-CLIM

Eady Growth Rate σE @ 850 mb



SLP (color) 
correlated with 
the index  (SLP 

difference 
averaged EJS 

SLP)

Significant low and upper level ridges originate from Siberian High, passing over the marginal seas 
towards the Okhotsk Sea. Propagation of wave trains eastward and poleward.

Lagged correlation coefficient of SLP: EOF1P-CTL



Summary: Part II

• Two dominant modes of wintertime SST variability produce differing SLP 
responses during the periods of initial adjustment and quasi-equilibrium.

• An initial deterministic and baroclinic response to a diabatic forcing

• A quasi-equilibrium chaotic circulation response with an equivalent 
barotropic vertical stricture.

•  Some robust response can be identified after 40-member averaging, 
but it is uncertain as to the optimal number of ensemble.

• Precipitation response is largely symmetric with respect to the polarity of 
prescribed SST anomalies. 

• Vertical mixing mechanism over warm/cold SST appears to modulate the 
location of SLP extrema, especially with EJS2P and EJS2M.

• EJS1P (warm basin-wide SST anomaly) enhances the low-level baroclinicity 
north of the EJS, l

• Leading to a strengthened storm track variability with a northward shift 
downstream.


